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“It is true that the star
is below the plus.”
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Predicting Stimulus from fMRI Signal

use fMRI voxel signals to predict whether
stimulus was image or sentence

voxel signals: most don’t
help to predict stimulus

Wang, Mitchell, Hutchinson ’03

Different Subjects, Different Brains, Different Features
voxels selected for stimulus classification based on sparse logistic regression

scientific value: predictive voxels may indicate “where”
discriminations are made in the brain
predictive voxels are in similar regions of brains, but not at identical locations

General Multitask Learning Problem
multiple prediction/learning tasks: t 2 {1, 2 . . . , T } subjects
predict labels: y t “image” or “sentence”
using features: xt

voxel signals

a sparse subset of features are useful for each prediction task
Similar, but not identical, features
(1) the available features can be organized into subsets
according to a notion of similarity
(2) features useful in one task are similar, but not necessarily
identical, to the features best suited for other tasks

ers of voxels that are located similarly in the brains of multiple subjects. Figure 1 show
mple of the patterns that typically arise in sparse multitask learning applications.
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Grouping Similar Features
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subsets of similar
features are grouped
groups can vary in size
and may overlap

G6
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ex. in fMRI, vertices are voxels, nearby voxels are “similar” to each other
groups are comprised of spatially localized cortical voxels
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SOS Lasso Penalty

more general form of “sparse group lasso” allowing for overlapping groups
Simon, Friedman, Hastie & Tibshirani ’12, Sprechmann, Ramirez, Sapiro & Eldar ’10

the SOS norm is small if most groups are zero and
many coefficients within active groups are zero

x 2 R10 , G1 = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} , G2 = {6, 7, 8, 9, 10}
P
P
Support
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Re: quick urgent favor

Subject: Re: quick urgent favor
From: JP Slavinsky <jps@rice.edu>
Date: Sun, 30 Jan 2011 13:51:00 -0600
To: Robert Nowak <nowak@ece.wisc.edu>
CC: Richard Baraniuk <richb@rice.edu>, Rob Nowak <nowak@eceserv0.ece.wisc.edu>

measurements: y =

x⇤ + noise

If you want a shirt image, just copy them from the cafe press link below

(d) Group sparse
and sparse

Here you go.

On Jan 30, 2011, at 11:33 AM, Robert Nowak wrote:
hi guys,
thanks again for the shirt. i can't wait to wear it. in the meantime i thought i might
make an advert for the shirt
in a talk i have to give tomorrow afternoon. could one of you send me the original jpg or
other image that appears
on the shirt?
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b n = arg min {L (y, x) +
x
x

n

kxkSOS }

Theorem 1 If L satisfies a restricted strong convexity property,
then with appropriate n SOS Lasso is a consistent estimator.
b n ! x⇤ as n ! 1
x
S. Negahban, P. Ravikumar, M. Wainwright, and B. Yu. A unified framework for high-dimensional
analysis of m-estimators with decomposable regularizers. Statistical Science, 27(4):538–557, 2012.
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satisfied for usual losses (e.g., squared error, logistic)
and sufficiently diverse/incoherent measurements

S. Negahban, P. Ravikumar, M. Wainwright, and B. Yu. A unified framework for high-dimensional
analysis of m-estimators with decomposable regularizers. Statistical Science, 27(4):538–557, 2012.

SOS Lasso with Gaussian Noise
measurements: y =

x⇤ + ⌘, ⌘ ⇠ N (0, I)

SOS Lasso with Square Error Loss:
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x
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Theorem 1 Assume T tasks, K active groups, and
a) restricted strong convexity property (i.e.,

is incoherent)

b) |G| = M
c) group size is at most B
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Predicting Stimulus from fMRI Signal
image or sentence

use fMRI voxel signals to predict whether
stimulus was image or sentence

voxel signals: most don’t
help to predict stimulus

Wang, Mitchell, Hutchinson ’03

(not) Registering Brains
Talairach Brain Atlas

subject A

G1

subject B

voxels from different subjects
embedded into common space
different brains, different
numbers of voxel and locations
no interpolation !

1) train predictor on part of data
2) adjust regularization second part
3) test performance on third part
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Conclusions
Multi-task learning with similar, but not identical, features
(1) the available features can be organized into subsets
according to a notion of similarity

G1

G3

(2) features useful in one task are similar, but maybe not
identical, to the features best suited for other tasks

Crowd-Sourcing to Multiple Brains

G5

G6

G4

G2

coarse scale: healthy brains may process information in similar ways
fine scale: different brains encode information in different ways
SOS Lasso allows us to leverage the common coarse level similarities in brain
activation, while preserving individual differences among subjects

“Sparse Overlapping Sets Lasso for Multitask Learning and its Application to fMRI Analysis”
coming soon to website (arxiv) near you !

